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On your mark... get set...

Transition program gives incoming black students head start on college life at JMU
by Calista Moore
contributing writer
Each summer, while most
rising freshmen spend two days
registering for classes and
becoming acquainted with the
JMU campus, a select group of
incoming black students
participate for six weeks in the
JMU Virginia Student Transition
Program.
"A taste of college life" is how
Associate Vice-President for
Student Affairs Byron Bullock
describes the program, designed
by the Commonwealth of
Virginia in 1974 to provide all
Virginians access to higher
education.
In 1983, JMU adopted the
plan, which selects black
freshmen to enter the university
during the summer and
participate in activities and
classes designed to orient them to
campus life and also assist them
in becoming successful students.

The JMU transition program difficult, but "It's something I
"They know more than the
allows select students to come in, have to do, so I have to make the average freshmen," Bullock said.
get a head-start, get to know the best of it."
"Thev « familiar, they know the
campus, and develop skills that
Monday through Thursday, for ropes, and they can show others
will hopefully make their tenure approximately one hour, the around."
at the university successful,
'
Bond said the program
Bullock said.
is helping him to adjust to
During the spring, the
college life. "I won't be
Office of Admissions
lost in the fall because I
sorts through applications WC(Mwe
hpcflUVP l1 nm
am becoming adjusted
Um hpmmino
from black students to
Becoming
now," he said. "I will4
select each participant.
adlU^tpd nOW '
know people when I get
The selection process is "**/**'««* TIUW.
here, so I won't be alone."
based upon any possible
When the students first
weak areas appearing in
arrived on June 23, they
SAT scores or within the
Kareem Bond attended the freshmen
high school transcripts,
Program participant summer
orientation
—
Bullock said.
-*^
"sessions for two days and
The students enroll in
students also attend morning also journeyed to Baltimore,
two six-week classes (English sessions that focus on at least one Maryland on the following
101 and Math 156 or History area of campus services.
Saturday.
101), based upon their own
They gain the opportunity to
The field trip to Baltimore was
weaknesses and receive credit to meet different representatives intended to help the students get
be forwarded to the following from campus facilities.
to know each other, bond, and
semesters.
By becoming familiar with the meet the staff, Bullock said.
Rising freshman Kareem Bond different services offered at JMU,
Residence Advisor Brian
said his classes contain a lot of the students are able to help other Patterson said that the trip
work, which makes them new students in the fall.
allowed the staff and the students

University's first
doctoral program
awaits approval

/ won't be lost in the fall

Original August completion
date no longer feasible,
September date now set

contributing writer

DOCTORAL page 2

see TRANSITION page 2

Construction behind schedule on library addition

by Mary Beth Goodman
The Virginia General Assembly
remains the final obstacle for the JMU
doctoral program in psychology to
function in an official capacity.
The waiting game for final approval of
the first doctoral program at JMU comes
after unanimous support from the State
Council for Higher Education, said Dr.
Harriet Cobb, coordinator of the JMU
School Psychology Program.
"The General Assembly is the final
step in the process of approval," Cobb
said. "The major hurdle was having the
state Council for Higher Education
provide approval for it. They
unanimously approved JMU for being
able to grant a Psychology Doctorate
degree."
The psychology doctoral program, if
and when approved, could open the doors
for other departmental doctoral programs,
according to Dr. Dorothy Boyd-Rush,
Dean of JMU Graduate School.
"There is a possibility for other
doctorate programs," Boyd-Rush said.
"But they will be taken on a selective
basis."

to get acquainted outside of the
campus environment.
"We got to do something
different and fun," Patterson said.
The transition staff contains
four upperclassmen and a JMU
graduate, who serve as the
dormitory residence advisors and
J>all director in Ashby Hall.
*"',The staff plans activities
fcithin the hall which include
representatives from different
campus organizations.
"We have forums on topics
like religion, Greek life, and
survival tips on campus," hall
director Andrea Brown said.
During the Greek life forum,
the staff invites current members
of the historically black sororities
and fraternities on campus to
describe the background and
beliefs of their organization.
Bullock said a variety of
activities are planned for the
students, including board games

by Chris Podeschi
managing editor
The completion date for the third floor
addition to Carrier Library, originally
slated for completion this August, has
been moved back to Septmeber 4.
According to Barbara Miller, deputy
librarian who is overseeing the
construction for JMU, work with a
subcontractor fell through causing the
process to fall "significantly behind."
It was hoped that the addition would
be complete for the beginning of the fall
semester, but the third floor isn't to be
turned over to library staff until
September 4. At that point, materials,
shelves and books can be moved in and
the third floor can be organized.
Miller hopes that they can begin to
occupy the area before that date. She
said moving materials in will take
approximately two weeks and thus it
may not be until the middle of
September before the third floor is
available for student use.
EARL HALL/Staff

Workmen install a part of the new floor's duct system at Carrier Library

see LIBRARY page 2
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Transition
continued from page 1

Doctoral

"The program gave me an idea
like Monopoly and Taboo. of how to study and what to
However, the program allots expect from my professors," she
plenty of time for the students to said.
focus on their assignments.
Johnson added that if it
Although the transition weren't for the program, she
program officially ends on probably would not be as
August 5, Bullock said it involved with the campus
continues to follow each student community as she is now.
until graduation.
Junior political science major
Data from a JMU research Kalias
Muhammad,
who
project performed two years ago participated in the program in
revealed that transition program 1992, also saw the workshops as
students had a higher graduation an opportunity to become more
rate compared to other black non- well adjusted to college life.
transition program students.
"I didn't know what to expect
The office of Multicultural from professors and my
Student Services created a examinations," he said. "It gave
workshop for the fall semesters me a head start on my college
called "Understanding the JMU career by being able to start my
Way" for black students who first semester with six credits."
didn't attend the program.
Muhammad added that the
The office also provides program introduced him to the
advisers for the transition various resources around campus,
students to assist them, in such as the Office of
registration and academic Multicultural Student Services,
challenges.
as- the Center for Service Learning
Former transition students sflr and Career Services.
that the program has helped them
"I benefited from the transition
become better students at JMU.
program," Muhammad said.
Junior Tiffany Johnson, a
"I hope it will continue
psychology major, said she felt throughout JMU's existence
very confident when she arrived because it is very instrumental."
for fall semester.

continued from page 1

The doctoral program would
change the university status from
a comprehensive institution to a
doctoral-granting institution.
JMU, however, does not intend to
transform its educational outlook,
Boyd-Rush said.
JMU expects state approval of
the university doctoral program
in March.
But JMU will not be
producing any doctors just yet.. .
at least not until the Virginia
General Assembly gets its two
cents in.
"Ultimately, all major
changes in degree granting status
need to be approved by the
General Assembly," Cobb said.
No serious opposition is
expected, however, since this
was seen as a logical step for
JMU to take.
The move towards a doctoral
program in psychology at JMU
has been long in the making.
"The department had been
interested in providing doctoral
level training for school and
counseling psychologists for over
a decade," she said.
The program at JMU is ready
to go now and has developed into

a unique interdisciplinary study
unlike that found at any other
university, Cobb said.
"The program is unique in
that it includes two subdisciplines of psychology, school
and counseling, and it is
primarily for people who are
already practicing in the field as
either school psychologists or
professional counselors or at
other psychologists at the master
plus level," she said. "This is
really designed for the
experienced practitioner who
wants to specialize in working
with children and families
providing
psychological
services."
This experience is necessary
to participate in the university's
doctoral program, according to
Cobb, and eight students are
already enrolled in the program.
Dr. William Walker has been
hired to head the doctorate
program. He was program head
at NC State for a number of years
and recently served as a neuropsychologist for a hospital
corporation. "His background is
in school psychology and neuro
psychology. We are very pleased
to have him on the faculty," Cobb

Library

said.
Until the General Assembly
gives the final approval to the
progam, the students currently
enrolled will be considered postEDS students ready for doctoral
candidacy. Cobb said that the
students are admitted with that
understanding.
The university's program will
begin at a full capacity of eight.
Most of these students are from
JMU since the program was not
advertised during the past year.
Eight is actually on the high
end for a doctoral program,
according to Cobb.
The core course work for the
doctorate program will take one
full year to complete. In addition,
the students are then expected to
complete an internship.
These new students will also
be additions to the undergraduate
teaching faculty.
The psychology department
welcomes this new relief help
which will alleviate professor's
burdens.
Cobb said, "We are getting
new students and also
experienced people who will do
a very good job at teaching
undergrad classes."

continued from page 1

As it stands now, the exterior is
complete and 90 percent of the third floor
infrastructure is complete. The
infrastructure consists of all electrical
work, plumbing and ductwork. Beyond
that, all of the drywall is in place, but it is
yet to be painted and there is a good
amount of finishing and trim work left to
do.
The third floor addition will serve a
number of purposes. The area will have
many more quiet study areas including
many more carrels (the enclosed desks
that are in the library now). There will be
single carrels and also two-level carrels in
which the carrels are stacked upon each
other with a small staircase leading to the
second level.
The third floor will also house much of
the library collection. Miller said that
current book space was overloaded and
the third floor addition will alleviate this
overload and allow for more logical
configuration of the collection. The space
will also provide for five to six years of
growth in the library collection. Miller
said that the library buys or receives 7,000
to 9,000 new volumes every year and the
space in the library prior to expansion
could not accomodate the yearly additions.
A new 100 person capacity classroom
will also be added.

EARL HALL/Staff

Take five

~*!ZL SggiW"* ***•***"** «■»— ?centlyoutside Jackson Hall. With temperatures staying In
the 90s and no end to the humidity It may be more relaxing to stick near the alr-condrtioner.

To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is indebted for
all the triumphs which have been gained by reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
JAMIS

MADISON
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CORRECTION
In our July 14th issue, a
-caption on page 1 incorrectly
identified Byron Bullock as
the "new vice president for
student affairs." Bullock is
JMU's associate vice
president for student affairs.
The Breeze regrets the error.
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Campus News
POLI C E

studio sometime between 11:50 a.m. July 13 and 10 a.m.
July 14.

staff reports
Campus police reported the following:

DUI

Grand Larceny

NEWSFILE
Former rector of JMU Board of Vieitore
to apeak at summer commencement
Alexander B. "Sandy" Berry ED, a member and former
rector of the James Madison University Board of Visitors,
will speak at the university's summer commencement
August 5 at 7 p.m. on the JMU Quadrangle.
Berry is a principal in the financial services practice of
Mercer Management Consulting, the firm he joined after
a 30-year banking career as an executive with Signet
Bank and Crestar Bank. Berry joined the JMU board in
1989 and was named vice rector for 1990-92 and rector
for 1992-94, serving the maximum terms in each office.
He was recently appointed to serve on the board for
another four-year term. He is a graduate of the University
of Virginia and the Stonier Graduate School of Banking.
Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice president for academic
affairs, will preside over the ceremony and JMU President
Ronald E. Carrier will confer degrees to some 500
students.
Dr. Richard E. McPberson will play the organ for the
ceremony and Dr. John A. Little will read the names of
the graduates. Both are professors of music at JMU. Jodi
Schnepper, a member of the Class of 1994, will lead the
singing of the "JMU Alma Mater."
In case of rain, the program will be moved to the JMU
Convocation Center. Announcement of a site change
would be made by 5 p.m. on Harrisonburg radio stations.

JMU to host summer genealogy workshop
The Friends of Carrier Library are sponsoring a
genealogy workshop on Wednesday, July 27 from 7:00
p.m.-9:00 p.m. in Room 101 of Carrier Library with
Gordon Miller, information services librarian. Miller is
the author of the bibliography Rockingham and a wellknown expert on genealogical research, particularly in the
Shenandoah Valley. He will introduce participants to a
wide range of guides and other resources available to the
genealogist. Registration may be made by calling 5686996 by July 22. Attendance will be limited to 20
participants.

Ticket subscriptions available for
1994-95 JMU Masterpiece Season
Highlights of JMU's Masterpiece Season for 1994-95
will include performances by the Red Star Red Army
Chorus and Dance Ensemble, the Richmond Ballet and
Mel Torme and his All-Star Jazz Quintet. The season
spans the Encore Series, Special Events, Music Series,
Theater Series, Dance Series and Family Series. Patrons
of the Masterpiece Season may keep last season's seats if
they renew their subscriptions by August 7. Single tickets
for individual performances will be available beginning
August 15. Further information on tickets and
subscriptions may be obtained by calling 568-7000.

L U G

• A Nishiki model Colorado 20 speed mountain bike was
reported stolen from the west side of Godwin Hall July 13 at
9:45 p.m. The bike is silver and gray and spattered with
white paint

Breaking and Entering/Grand Larceny
• Illegal entry to stadium training room, located under the
northeast section of Bridgeforth Stadium, was gained July 18
at approximately 9 a.m.
Cabinets were ransacked and a glass front case mounted to
the wall was pried open and a stereo system was stolen.
The incident is under investigation.

Petty Larceny
• $20 was allegedly taken from an envelope in Harrison Hall
on July 7 at 4:52 p.m. The envelope, which contained $40,
was hidden under a fan.

• A juvenile was charged with driving under the influence
on the corner of Grace Street and S. Main Street July 12 at
2:04 a.m.

Fire Alarm
• Police responded to a fire alarm set off at the Sigma Nu
house on Greek Row July 16 at 3:50 am
• Harrisonburg Fire Department officials responded to a
fire alarm in Chappelear Hall at 6:53 a.m. July 19. Cause
was determined to be a burned out ballast in a light fixture.

Property Damage
• The window to room G-5 in Maury Hall was reported
kicked in at 6:23 a.m. July 9. ,HJ entry was gained.

Dangerous Practice^'
• Police responded to SeJ^I JMU students setting off bottle
rockets in front of Ashby Hall July 17 at 1:36 a.m.

• A wood vise was reported stolen from Harrison Hall art

Campus EVENTS
• Workshop in faculty recruitment and legal issues,
Tuesday, July 26 from 8:30 -9:30 a.m. in the
Allegheny Room of Warren Hall for search
committees, department heads and secretaries.
James Wadley, JMU's Affirmative Action officer,
will speak. To register, call 568-6727
• Genealogy workshop, July 27 from 7p.m.-9 p.m..
Carrier Library, Room 101. Gordon Miller will
speak on a wide range of genealogical topics.
Spaces are limited. To register, call 568-6996.

• Free multimedia presentation, "Nutrition:
Investing in Your Future," Wednesday, July 27 at 7
p.m. in Black well Auditorium of Moody Hall. Dr.
Danielle Torisky of the health sciences department
will speak.
• "Beach party," July 28, from 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. on
the Commons. Sponsored by UPB and group
"Natural Highs." Events include hula-hoop and limbo
contests, volleyball, more. Admission is free.

August
• Commencement, August 5 at 7 p.m., JMU
Quadrangle. Alexander B. (Sandy) Berry of
Richmond, former rector of the JMU Board of Visitors
and a current member of the board, will speak to
graduates and their guests.
• Planetarium Program, August 4, 11, 17, 18 at 7 and
8 p.m.. Wells Planetarium, Miller Hall. The program,
which repeats at 8 p.m., focuses on the seasonal night
sky. For more information, call (703) JMU-STAR.
Free admission.

• Communication Museum, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, Rooms A201-202, Harrison Hall.
Evolution of communication technology, 1940s1980s. Special openings for groups. Call (703) 5686061. Free admission.
• JMU Arboretum's outdoor living plant museum
contains a wide variety of trees and plants that are
native to Virginia. For guided tours, call (703) 5686906. Free admission.

Hey!
You could use this space free of charge to
promote your non-profit group or activity.
Unfortunately, this is the last issue of the
Breeze for the summer, but to get info on
the upcoming fall semester issues, call
568-6127 during normal office hours.

WMRA to boost public radio listening area
A new repeater station to send WMRA-FM's signal to
Charlottesville and Nelson County area should be
operational by Jan. 1, 1995, according to Brenda Pennell,
general manager of the public radio station licensed to
JMU. The Federal Communications Commission granted
WMRA a construction permit May 17 for the repeater
station which will carry the call letters WMRY on the
103.5 FM system. Station officials are negotiating a
contract with the site owner for construction of the
repeater which will add 122,000 people to WMRA's
listening area, Pennell says.

—
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Dine In Buffet Hours
Wed. Nite
Fri. & Sat
Sunday
Mon. - Fri.

(excludes lunch buffet)

5:30 - 9
5:30-10
11:30-8
11:30-3

S

$6.95
$9.95
$6.95
$4.50

1588 S. Main St Harrisonburg, VA 22801

&

|

434-3003

$

Serving real Mexican food!
• DAILY SPECIALS
•VEGETARIAN DISHES
• CARRY OUT AVAILABLE
• OPEN LUNCH AND DINNER

432-9019

68 West Water St. §
Next to Spanky's

GET
QUALIFIED
TO RIDE
Unlicensed riders account for
80% of the fatalities in some states.
So get your motorcycle operator
license today. And prove v 6 )
that you can ride safely. \j/

OLDE MILL VILLAGE
|

WE CARRYA
COMPLETE LINE OF
PRODUCTS!
Snacks
Beverages
Sports Accessories
Dorm A School Supplies
lee Cream
Magazines
Balloons
Cards
Gifts
Groceries
Grooming Aides

NOW OFFERING FLEXIBLE LEASES
TO ALL STUDENTS...6 MONTH,
9 MONTH AND 12 MONTH LEASES
AVAILABLE FOR 9495 SCHOOL YEAR.
CONTACT CORA AT OLDE MILL FOR
DgTAILS. PHONE NUMBER 432-9502.

1
I
I

I

STOP

omsnmcES
Postage Stamps

Dry Cleaning & Laundry Service
Video Rental
Flower & Balloon Delivery
Film Processing

j.5

Gift Certificates

COLDUfCLL
BANKER £3
(568>3922
Summer Hours
(M-F 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Fall & Spring Hours
(M-F7:30a.m. -Mid.)
(SAS 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.)

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

An easy 10
minute walk
to campus.
(No hills to climb
or interstate to
cross).
Ameimnfa GafldDir©

•Pedal on the level - no hills to climb
or interstate to cross.
•Only four blocks to campus.
•Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
•Mini-blinds on all windows.
•Basketball courts.
•Paved parking spaces.
•Pre-wired for telephone.
•Telephone & cable outlets in each
room.
Professionally
•Deadbolt
locks and door viewers on all
Managed by:
apartments.
Horsley and .
•Well lit parking lot and walkways.
Constable
•Convenient bus service to campus &
Property Management Valley Mall.
Division
•Full time management and
434-1173 or 432-9502
maintenance.
•No sliding patio doors.

saasaa^i^raay^^
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Flat Earthers: Lunar Landing is Lunacy
The TV's blaring in the background, so
loud that Charles Johnson can't hear
himself think. "Margie," he shouts, "turn
down the damn O.J.!" Simpson's in the
dock and everyone's watching, but
Johnson knows something the rest of the
country doesn't.
"Did you ever see 'Capricorn One,' the
movie? O J. Simpson was the star. Proved
the entire government space program is a
hoax. They're finally going after O.J.
because he helped unmask the space
hoax."
Charles Johnson knows no man has yet
set foot on the moon. Today is the 25th
anniversary of the Apollo 11 landing at the
Sea of Tranquility, but "of a big, giant
joke, an entertainment for us animals here
in the Animal Farm," a crafty bit of
government trickery designed to boost
profits for big contractors and add to the
mountain of propaganda for the outlandish
concept that the Earth is a spinning globe.
Johnson is president of the Flat Earth
Research Society International, an
organization of 3,700 folks'who reject as
so much malarkey not only the moon
landing but the very notion of space travel
and scientific proof.
The doubters could be dismissed as
nuts, except that in this great land where
half the young people attend college and
television endlessly recalls every semiimportant moment in contemporary
history, millions of people do not believe
that anyone has walked on the lunar
surface. About 20 million Americans, if
you believe a Washington Post poll—
which, if you're the type who doesn't
believe in the moon landing, you probably
don't
The Post last week asked a random
sample of 1,001 Americans if astronauts
ever made it to the moon. Nine percent
said it is possible the landing never
happened; another 5 percent weren't sure.
African Americans were considerably
more suspicious: Twenty percent said it
was possible no moon walk ever occurred;
another 16 percent didn't know. The
survey has a margin of error of three
percentage points.
"Oh, they always talk about that
happening, but I never believed it," says
Myrtle Holloway, 77, of Blantonville, La.,
a participant in The Post poll. "It cannot
be done, and God did not intend that it be
done."
"It was a way for the government to
hide some more of the money they've
blown," says Debbie Dunham, 40, of Kent
City, Mo. "Of course black people are
going to be more skeptical. They have
probably less reason to believe in the
government than anybody."
NASA refuses to debate the
disbelievers. "One step lower than the
UFO crowd," says Julian Sheer, for many
years the space agency's public affairs
chief, now a Washington communications
consultant
But few doubters are Flat Earthers.
Most just have a nagging suspicion that
the whole thing was staged in die Arizona
desert, or dummied up on a Hollywood
sound stage, or concocted by a cabal of
i:-. schemers in Washington and the bedrooms

of the great military-industrial complex.
"It's as American as fences and guns,
Perot and Limbaugh. You can't go wrong
figuring that the government is up to
something fishy. The space hoax is a
particularly delicious slice of conspiracy
thinking: It unites left and right, young
and old, in a brilliant agglomeration of
ignorance ("They couldn't have done it"),
political cynicism ("They took all that
money and pumped it into the Star Wars
program...") and pure ornery
contrariness ("I just don't believe
it")
Moonshot deniers—unlike,
say Holocaust deniers—
seem to have no hidden
agenda. "They're not out
to make money, they're
dead serious," says
Raymond
Nelke,
director of Collectors
of Unusual Data
International,
a
group that collects
evidence of the
bizarre. "They are
persistent, serious
people who have
some very peculiar
photographs." Just as
any number of folks
will sell you odd JFK
assassination pictures
(Oswald alive in 1965,
Kennedy with bullet
wounds in the wrong places),
there are also batches of photos
purporting to show trellises and
studio lights along the edges of NASA
pictures of the moon.
Moon hoax people tend not to be
proselytizers, although MTV last year
dramatized the supposedly true tale of a
Fortune 500 executive who required his
underlings to recnact the moon hoax on a
desktop mock-up of the Arizona desert
staging area—jus1 to show it could have
been faked.
The whole concept of taking a walk on
an orb in the sky seems implausible,
especially to those who didn't see it
happen. Try the idea on little kids. Men
walked on the moon, you say.
"Nooo!" says the 3-year-old at hand.
"Mommy, Daddy's being silly!"
For years, the hoax theory has been
bolstered by the legend of the movie
"Capricorn One." It's a late-night cable
staple, with James Brolin, Sam Waterson
and the above-mentioned Mr. Simpson as
astronauts who, mere seconds from launch
toward the first landing on Mars, are
snatched up from the command module
and whisked off to an abandoned airbase,
where they are told to go through the
motions of interplanetary exploration on a
dusty, copper-toned stage set. Nothing's
forcing the astronauts to play their
assigned roles, except that their families
are in NASA's hands, aboard a plane that
doesn't necessarily have to reach its
destination.
"I was a reporter and I was brought up
to believe that what you read in the papers
is true," says Peter Hyams, who wrote and
directed the movie. "I was working at

anniversary week.
"I know of no major book on this
generation where it's even a full chapter,"
says Sheer. "All of us involved thought we
were part of one of the great achievements
in history. But history really glosses over
this event in rather casual fashion."
Apollo, like jazz, is unappreciated in its
own land. This anniversary has generated
a few TV specials, but mostly on cable
and almost entirely programs produced by
foreign companies. The BBC is doing
several hours, Japanese TV too.
The march of progress—both the real
thing and Hollywood fantasies—has
left Apollo behind, looking like a
quaint, low-tech project, a
collection of museum pieces
uhat seem as antiquated as the
^Aartifacts in an 1876
*W Centennial of Industry
■*^f
exhibit.
0
Moon
rocks,
for
example. What could be
more '70s? They sit under
plastic at Air and Space,
and in dozens of other
museums, and people walk
right by. They're rocks,
,,. dark rocks.
They sit, 839.'5 pounds
of them, in vaults pumped
full of nitrogen, at the
windowless Lunar Sample
Curatorial Facility at Johnson
Space Center. Jim Gooding, the
curator, is the man to see if you want
a moon rock. You need only be a
scientist with a good experiment in mind.
Gooding, who routinely gets calls from
hoax believers, gets about 40 serious
requests a year for a slice of the moon.
produced
the There are in this country about 60
conspiracy movies, "The Conversation," scientists who study the moon. The hot
"Three Days of the Condor" and questions these days are how old the
oldest sample might be, and exactly how
"Executive Action."
"Young people then were so wiling to the moon developed—when it cooled off
believe the government was lying," and whether it went through a reheating
Hyams says. In those days, audiences phase.
But the hoax notion and the abyss of
would cheer at the end of "Capricorn
One," when one tough American escapes ignorance among young people threaten
from the tentacles of the System and, scientists' dream of rekindling the moon
bloodied and exhausted, stands up for program. "That whole population base 30
Truth and Justice. Hyams chuckles when and under, they see 'Star Wars' and then
various fringe types take his movie for a they look at film of some guy bunnyhopping around the moon and it looks
documentary.
The passage of time only strengthens almost comical," says David Black,
the hoax idea. The moonshots, captured in director of the Lunar and Planetary
black-and-white or faded and grainy color Institute, a NASA-funded research center
video, compete with "Star Trek," "Star in Houston. 'To us, it was so heroic. Now
Wars" and modern computer graphics and young people worry more about the deficit
special effects. For the same reason that and what's on 'Oprah.' So few people
Ted Turner feels compelled to colorize all were involved in the space program, so
of film history, NASA finds itself curator people didn't get attached to it. Unlike a
of a historic event that retains all the war, which involves lots of people."
There are no anonymous Japanese
emotional oomph of an Eisenhower press
collectors
waiting to shell out millions for
conference.
Look at the big books about this moon rocks, no questions asked. No black
century, check out high school textbooks market. Indeed, there has never been the
and Paul Kennedy's historical tomes. slightest question of anyone wanting to
There might be a picture of Buzz Aldrin steal a moon rock, Gooding says.
So why the security? What are they
saluting the American flag, there might be
a paragraph on the landing. But it's not a hiding deep in the heart of Texas? What
big event. In the popular media, it's no don't they want us to know? As they said
Woodstock. Some years, Apollo has back in 1969, ask yourself questions.
-LA. ThM*/ WwMnftan Pwt
trouble
competing
even
with
Chappaquiddick, which shares the same I
i
■
i

CBS covering Apollo, and we were
showing simulations of the docking. I
thought wait a minute. If you can control
that camera, you could control what
people believe."
Hyams wrote the script in 1973, but he
had to wait four years to find any interest
in Hollywood. He needed Watergate to
happen. He needed the paranoid mind-set
that
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Hot summer movies hit th
9

'Speed,"The Lion King and 'Forrest Gump'are stron
by Kai Safron
contributing writer
Summer is the key money-making season for
the film industry. Studios release dozens of
movies, each hoping to have the next
multimillion-dollar "Jurassic Park" or
'Terminator II."
The most successful films.in this season are usually
action or comedy features starring the biggest names
in Hollywood. This year, filmmakers rushed to release
major productions such as "Wolf," "The Shadow" and
"The Flintstones" to get o*iead of their competition,
only to realize that the tnfl^xifit comes when school
ends in June.
1^^
Since young people make up the majority of
movie-goers during the summer, a film that crosses
over to attract parents as well is almost guaranteed to
be a success. Looking back a few years, "Indiana
Jones" sequels and Disney films traditionally open
during the summer to large crowds of young and old
alike.

Reviews
Now fastforward to the present and pause on this
summer. How many studio executives did it take
to recognize "The Lion King" as the smash hit of
1994? This movie offers something for everyone, and
that means the Walt Disney company has another
winner.
By entertaining both young and old, "The Lion
King" will grab a lion's share of the profit this
summer. Despite the arrival of big-name stars like
Arnold Schwarzenegger in "True Lies" and Tom
Hanks in "Forrest Gump," the newest Disney
animated feature release
will continue to draw
viewers over the summer
and into fall.
The movie industry
becomes extremely
glutted
during
the
summer, with too many
films for the customer to
choose from at their local
theater. So without any
further delay, here are a
list of winners—"The
Lion King," "Speed" and
"Forrest Gump." These
three
fys. -

The animated cast of Disney's "The Lion King" is bolstered by the real voices of some of Hollywood's fines

potential Oscar-nominees remind the movie-goer that
the magic has not yet left Hollywood after a lackluster
spring and Memorial Day weekend.
"Speed" opened before summer began, yet it is still
a top-draw at the box office. Directed by Jan DeBont
and set in the already fast-paced world of Los
Angeles, "Speed" truly never slows down for almost
two hours.
"Speed" stars Keanu Reeves, Jeff Daniels, Sandra
Bullock and Dennis Hopper, all of whom deliver
brilliant performances. The often formulaic script is
laden with enough explosions and heroics to keep
even the most dedicated action film buff entertained.
For the average movie-goer, this film is an exciting
escape to a rollercoaster ride of kinetic energy on the
shoulders of a gutsy Los Angeles cop, Jack Traven,
played by Reeves. Bullock plays Annie, his
ubiquitous love interest and reluctant driver of the
bomb-plagued bus that is set to detonate if it drops
below 50 miles per hour.
There is no stopping Reeves as he attempts to
defuse the mad bomber, terrifyingly played by movieveteran Dennis Hopper.
Jeff Daniels and Joe Morton both stand out as
fellow policemen, but Reeves is the one who delivers
the goods in this film. Using a combination of
acrobatic stunts and clever one-liners that would
make even Arnold blush, Reeves reserves his spot as
a true action hero in this summer blockbuster.

On the opposite end of the movie spectrum lies the
hungry "Lion King."
If anyone doubted that this film would become the
smash that it is, they are certainly quiet now. "The
Lion King" grossed over a $100 million in its first
three weeks of release. All of those millions should
help to pay the nearly 600 Disney artisans that
combined to bring this film to life.
Go see "The Lion King," and witness for yourself
what life is all about in Eastern Africa. No creature is
too large or too small to be a star in this film. Just like
in real life, Disney includes every part of the fragile
ecosystem to portray the "circle of life" that the
animals celebrate in verse in the opening scene. There
are no words to describe the breathtaking beauty of
this mysterious land and its multitudes of creatures.
The script is full of the kind of Disney humor that
never fails to amuse an entire audience. The plot
focuses on' the lion cub Simba, who is heir to the
throne of Pride Rock, currently held by his father
Mufasa. Their relationship is the most important to all
•the animals that inhabit the kingdom. The delicate
balance of life in this land depends on the
contributions and leadership of the lions.
However, in the modern Disney movie, life is never
easy enough to just sing about all the time. The evil
lion Scar, brother of the king, desperately wants to
rule Pride Rock. He tricks young Simba into believing
that the death of Mufasa was his own fault, telling
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tie big screen in the 'Burg
mg summer films sure to entertain all audiences
Simba to flee his home
and become an exile in
order to ascend to the
throne himself.
The lions are brought
to life by the employment
of several incredible stars'
voices.
James Earl Jones
plays Mufasa, with his
customary baritone voice
giving a regal quality to
the King. Jonathan Taylor
Thomas voices the cub
Simba, and Matthew
Broderick takes over
when Simba becomes an
adult lion. Scar is played
by none other than Jeremy
Irons, who gives the
crooked usurper a sly and
perverse tongue that will
send shivers through
movie-goers' spines.
The supporting cast is
almost strong enough to
upstage the real stars of
the
film.
Whoopi
Goldberg and Cheech
Marin portray two of the
fiendish and hilarious
hyenas who help Scar. No
one will forget the story's
clever baboon, Rafiki; the
finest actors,
comedic duo of a warthog
;and a meerkat, Pumbaa
le
and Timon; Zazu the bird; or Nala the young lioness,
who will become Simba's future wife.
As Simba matures in exile, he would like to forget
his troubled past. Rafiki moves the audience when he
tells Simba "that you can either run from your past or
learn from it." Later that evening, Simba appears to
see his father in the stars asking him to return to Pride
Rock and confront Scar to save the circle of life.
The Lion King learns to be responsible, be loyal to
his friends and to face tremendous odds with his
courageous spirit over the course of the film. There is
so much to learn from this movie that it cannot be
missed by older audiences. Kids
will want

to see this film again to
thrill over the action
and animation "The
Lion King" will enjoy a
long run at the boxoffice this summer
because it fascinates
children of all ages.
Speaking of movies
that should be seen
more than . once,
"Forrest Gump" is one
summer release that can
be enjoyed many times
over by more mature
audiences.
This film details the
life of the fictional hero
from the 50s to the 80s.
Director
Robert
Zemeckis
employs
special effects wizardry
to insert Gump into
various scenes with
former
presidents
Kennedy, Johnson and
Nixon.
Forrest Gump, played
by Tom Hanks, is an
unlikely hero, with an
IQ of 75 and leg braces
to straighten his back,
but his mother, played
by Sally Field, makes it clear to him from the start
that his destiny is up to God and that he can be
whatever he chooses. The life of Forrest Gump,
detailed in the 1986 Winston Groom novel, is one of
unyielding determination and hope in face of the
greatest odds.
For over two hours, movie-goers will be thrilled
and entertained by the humorous adventures of
Gump, who becomes a college football star, decorated
war hero, world ping-pong champion, shrimp tycoon,
folkloric jogger and finally a single father. Tom
Hanks is sensational as the naive
Gump,
who

blunders his way through life
with what Peter Travers of
Rolling Stone calls his
"oddball wit and startling
grace."
Forrest Gump tells
his story to various people
who are waiting next to him
at a bus stop as he
unwittingly munches on a
box of chocolates for his true
4ove Jenny, played by Robin
/""Wright. Jenny is the one
c\ild on the bus that would
♦tvfe Forrest a seat on his first
day of school. Her life is
neatly paralleled in the
narrative by Gump as he
leads up to their eventual
final encounter.
Forrest Gump is a
hero for anyone who believes
that being different is not a
handicap. Gump defies
everyone that calls him a
cripple or an idiot, and he
keeps his promises and
friendships intact despite the
labels that society is quick to
attach to him.
One friendship that is
beautiful to watch develop
over the course of the film is
between
Gump
and
Lieutenant Dan Taylor that begins in Vietnam. Gary
Sinise, fresh from his starring role in Stephen King's
'The Stand," plays Dan who will not forgive Gump
for saving his life in the jungle after his company is
almost entirely massacred.
The legless Dan and wounded Gump recover in an
Army hospital, develping a bond to the point that Dan
promises to help Gump build his shrimp business
after the war.
Gump is above all honest. His fellow slow-witted
friend Bubba Blue, played by Mykelti Williamson,
taught him all about shrimp fishing during their time
in Vietnam. He promised Bubba that he would fish
with him after the war. Bubba dies in the war, but
Gump never gives up on his promise of shrimping
and ends up with Dan as his partner at the head of the
Bubba-Gump company.
Miracles and destiny play a significant role in this
film. Without a lot of luck, Forrest would never even
have left his hometown of Greenbow, Alabama.
However, after all his travels, Gump returns home to
his mother after giving away all his money to the
family and church of Bubba Blue.
Peter Travers describes the most important quality
of Gump as his "capacity for hope." Forrest Gump is
everything that a person could hope to be—brave,
honest, loyal, independent, and always optimistic.
Movies, such as "Gump' and "The Lion King",
and people that give meaning to life should not be
missed. Balance these films with the escapist thriller
"Speed" and you have just the right summer viewing
program.
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Major League uncorks scandals, cheaters
"
^^
Cleveland Indians outfielder Albert corked bat gives a
hitter any sort of
Belle is the latest in a long and at times
advantage over a
distinguished line of major league players
legal bat. After
to be accused of illegally doctoring bats.
then-National
Former Detroit great Norm Cash was
League president
caught doing it. Bucky Dent was
suspected of doing it. Through the years, Bart Giamatti
suspended
Dan Ford, Howard Johnson, Graig Nettles
Houston's Billy
and others have either been caught redHatcher for using
handed or accused of using an illegal bat.
There are different ways to doctor a bat a corked bat in
1987, he asked a
and there are even different theories about
Yale
physics professor to study the matter.
why a "corked bat"—the most common
That
study became the book "The
illegal bat—would help someone hit the
Physics
of Baseball" by Robert Adair,
ball farther. Most believed a corked bat is
who
suggests
that corking a bat "serves
lighter than a regulation bat and therefore
more as a detriment than an advantage."
increases bat speed.
_^
Adair said a corked bat will be about 1.5
Bats are corked by cutting off thjptrrel
ounces lighter than a legal bat and that
end of the bat and drilling a hole of up to
12 inches down the center. Pieces of "the extra material will only slow the bat
cork—cork from wine bottles, fishing down a little and slightly reduce the
tackle and the like—are stuffed into the distance hits the ball. Such a filler would
thus take about three feet more off a 400hollowed out portion.
foot drive."
The tricky part is covering up the crime.
Yet a corked bat may still give a hitter
After the hollowed out portion is stuffed
an
advantage. The ball may not come off
with cork, the barrel end of the bat is
the
bat any faster, but because the bat is
glued back into place. To cover up the telllighter,
the hitter generates greater bat
take seam, the bat is sanded, painted and
speed, and that translates into more
dragged through the dirt to cover up the
distances.
seam.
"If you hollow out the barrel and
There's little evidence to suggest that a

The problem
oroblem was he was facing
facing Len
Barker [of Cleveland], who was throwing
about 98 mph."
Old-timers still tell about the time
Cash's bat exploded at home plate,
covering the umpire, catcher, and Cash in
a mist of finely ground cork from the
center of the bat. New Englanders have
long heard rumors that Dent used a
doctored bat to hit the home run that
defeated the Red Sox in a 1978 American
League playoff game. Another Yankee,
Nettles, was found with small rubber balls
inside the hollow barrel of a bat.
"I've never really understood why a
guy would try it," Hall of Famer Frank
Robinson said. "I've talked to guys about
it and I'm not sure I can say why. I think
some guys think it does something to the
bat that makes the ball come off better.
Others think it gives them more bat speed.
The strange thing is that it's always the
guys who don't need it that you see trying
it. Albert Belle can hit the ball 500 feet.
I'll bet what happened is that someone
talked him into trying it and he liked the
way it felt and kept doing it So much of
hitting is confidence and that bat gave him
confidence."
I Times/Washington Port
newsservice

*~+x-^

Hoht«n the bat,
bat
lighten
you can swing
it faster and
that means you
can hit it
better," said
Rex Bradley,
vice president
of Hillerich
and Bradsby,
the company
that makes
Louisville Sluggers. "Players do it for bat
speed, but many of them believe it makes
the bat more lively."
Almost everyone who has ever played
the game has a story about an illegal bat.
Colorado Rockies Manager Don Baylor
was sitting in the California Angles
dugout one day when Ford, an out fielded
with the Angles, hit a ball into the gap.
But instead of running the bases. Ford
began scrambling to pick up the pieces of
his bat, which had shattered, scattering
chunks of cork around.nome plate.
"Danny had done it himself," Baylor
said. "He'd cut the end of the bat off,
drilled the hole and put cork frVSm a wine
bottle in there. He took long nails and
tapped the end back on and then dragged it
through the dirt to cover what he'd done.

Store Services
fofa '*#

HAVE YOU
DONE YOUR
HOMEWORK?

OKpf*
TextbooJxs..Jiew and used
Reference books
Study guides
Computer hardware, software
ana manuals
Notebooks, pens, highlighters,
exaui boolcs..y

Gift

**>

***%,

and

JMlp clothing and souvenirs
Greeting cards and gifts
for all occasions
Fraternity and sorority items
Posters and memo boards
Calculators and lamps
Magazines and paperbacks
Film and shacks
Stationery
Mailing supplies
CD's and cassettes

Now that you've arrived at JMU, you've got lots of decisions to make. But
one decision requires very link time—where to keep your savings.
Commonwealth One is a full service financial institution here to serve all
of your banking needs on campus. We offer a variety of services including:
•
•
•
•

No fee checking with no minimum balan/c requirement
Visa credit card with no annual fee and a great rate
Free ATM on campus
Loans for school, cars, personal computers and more

Stop by the branch in Gibbons Hall for more information on becoming a
credit union member. Join today...and get an A* in Smart Savings 101.

Mood«-Thur«Uy 9:00-5:00
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Opinion
your life and in your daily schedule. Appreciate the fact
that in college you're rewarded for speaking your mind
(something that's not quite as acceptable, believe it or not,
in the working world). And mostly, appreciate the friends
that you have here because chances are, unless you're
married or get hired by the same company, you're not
going to be in the same area after graduation.
So please keep in mind that for every time you say, "I
can't wait to graduate," you'll be kicking yourself later
when you're slaving at work Monday through Friday,
you've started discussing traffic and using phrases like
"weekend warrior", your biggest social outing is a couple
of beers with your co-workers and your Saturday night
hot spot is Blockbuster Video, and you think to yourself,
"I really miss college."
Leah Haworth
class of '92

Arlington man supports Ollie North,
a "God-fearing" family man for Senate

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SCAR voices "strong opposition"
against decided placement of Sexual,
Assault Education Coordinator's office
To the edttor:
The Student Coalition Against Rape would like to
voice its strong opposition to the administration's
decision to place the office of the Sexual Assault
Education Coordinator in the Counseling Center. While
counseling and intervention services will comprise an
important part of the coordinator's duties, the primary
task of this position will be educating the JMU
community in order to prevent sexual assaults from
occurring in the first place.
First, SCAR would like to state that we have no
problem with the current job description for the new
position. A recent issue of the Breeze incorrectly stated
that we do not feel there is enough time allotted for
counseling needs. In fact, we believe that the 20 percent
counseling is appropriate. Our point is that a person
whose duties are 20 percent counseling and 80 percent
educational does not belong in the Counseling Center.
In addition, SCAR is concerned about the Counseling
Center's close proximity to the University Judicial
Coordinator's office. The Sexual Assault Education
Coordinator will act as an advocate for survivors who
seek recourse through the university judicial system. In
the past, some survivors have had serious grievances with
the judicial system and with the judicial coordinator.
Unfortunately, those problems may recur in the future.
For survivors who find themselves in such a position,
locating the Sexual Assault Education Coordinator in the
same building is, at best, insensitive.
Last year, when SCAR and its supporters were
struggling to convince the administration to hire a fulltime Sexual Assault Education Coordinator, we
envisioned a high-profile office with an aggressive, proactive approach. We envisioned an office that was easily
accessible, where large numbers of students would drop
by to pick up information, sign up for programming or
just check out what services the Coordinator has to offer.
We envisioned an office in a high-traffic area such as the
Campus Center, not one hidden on the second floor of
Alumnae Hall or on the fringes of campus in Wine-Price.
In short, the decision to place the Sexual Assault
Education Coordinator in the Counseling Center is not
consistent with the students' vision for the position. It is
not consistent with the job description for the position. It

is not even consistent with the name of the position. This
decision needs to be changed.
Tammy Mix
senior
sociology
Brian Klldee
junior
political science

Alison SUtton
senior
social work
Candy Ryman
senior
social work

Advice from a JMU alumnus living in
the real world; "STAY IN SCHOOL"
To the editor:
This is a letter of advice from a JMU alumni to all
you JMU students who by either choice or necessity are
remaining in the 'Burg this summer and happen to be
reading this paper—STAY IN SCHOOL!
How many times have people told you, "College years
are the best years of your life?" Believe them. At no other
time in your life will you be surrounded by 10,000+ other
people of the same age, with similar backgrounds, similar
intelligence levels and similar experiences. At no there
time will your toughest decision be, "What are we gonna
do tonight?" At no other time will you be attending tenkeggers with 200 of your closest friends. And at no other
time will you be sleeping 'til noon and napping at five.
This is not to say that life after college is bad, it's just
very different. And this is not to say that your years at
JMU will be your happiest, but they will be some of your
happiest All I'm suggesting is that you appreciate where
you are right now. Appreciate the flexibility you have in

To the editor:
I am writinginj|s^£^ lo (he unfair criticiasm by
some members or^Krneaia and a few of the cronies on
Capitol Hill in theirTklacks of Ollie North. These are most
unfair and such character assassinations are in poor taste.
Colonel North has not been given credit for all the
good he has done for his country. He served in Vietnam.
He traveled to Beirut, Lebanon and negotiated for the
welfare and savings of our hostages lives. And yes, he
brought back David Jacobson. His other achievements are
too numerous to list, yet he has never been given the
recognition due to a true hero. Nonetheless, millions of
Americans know him as a man of courage, integrity and a
gentleman whose character is beyond reproach. Now he is
willing to serve the State of Virginia as its dedicated U.S.
Senator, whereas other senators are more interested in
their next pay check and luxurious perks.
I personally do not know of a more God-fearing and
family man than Ollie North. Senator Bob Dole and Ollie
are two of the more notable men who will work as a team
in getting our country back on track. Let us not be
surprised when he captures 60 to 70 percent of the votes
from the citizens of Virginia in November. With Ollie's
leadership, our state will reach higher latitudes than we've
experienced in the last 20 some years.
God will truly bless our next leadership when Ollie is
elected as our U.S. Senator.
R.E. Ramsey
Arlington, VA

Interested in
expressing your
opinion?
Well, you'll have to
]
wait 'til the fall
semester now. To
get involved in the
Opinion Section,
contact Mark at
X3846 after fall
semester begins.
i
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Singles and groups of 2 and 3 welcome!
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Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
comes with:
• Free Cable television
(a $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
• Double bed in each bedroom
• Full size washer and dryer
• 5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
• 5 Cable hookups - one in the
living room and one
in each bedroom
• Built in microwave oven
• Patio or balcony
• Free Water and Sewer
• Free trash pick-up
• Full-time maintenance

FLOOfg
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PURCELL
PARK.
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JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY
hi MS

^^

THE
#r^^^.
COMMON^> ^^

Office Hours
Mon.-Fri .: 9-5:30

Call The
Commons
today at
432-0600
and get off
campus
^^ this fall!

869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.
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Classifieds
FOR RENT

$150 month
University Place

Madleon Manor • 1 ID, I bath
(umfahad unka. 1st. 2nd. M Door unHa
avalabla. liaMrmo. 433-3360

4BR
Individual leases!
Singles welcome!

Celleoe Swim - * BH tewnhouaee.
Fully furrJehed. Dorothy or Jim. Applo
Real Estate. 431-9676.

1 Bedroom Apt.
Duichmill Court
Quiet, nice, 4 block*.
No smoking/parties.

$325
434-2100

Newfy painted, completely
furnished, W/O, A/C, DW,
refrigerator with Icemaker.
Availabla July or August.

432-3979
Leave message &
tlma for a return caN.
Call anytlma.

UnivaraHy Ptaca - 3 or 4 BR unlta.
Fumiahsd or urrlumnhod. Water A aawsr
included. Dorothy or Jim. Appla Real
Eataea. 433-9676.
Apartmaflt lor rani - For nail year.
OWe Mill Villaga. Call Loaann at
<Wj932-4912 or Oda Mill at 432-9502.
* BR toamhouee - Clo.a/JMU.
Available Auguat 1. 6 mo. laaaa. 4320603
Female graduate houaa - 5 BR. 2 baft.
II3041 SUno. 434-6269
Callaoa Station available - S100 lint
month or 6100 rabata to etudent with
laaaa now (you don't hava to tan your
lofce). Up to 3 m in 4 BR townhoma.
»200/mo. Al uWtiaa including cabla A
phono ara only 635. Comptotsly
himiehed. W/D. Cal Era. at 433-5570 or
call collact (804)467-6517. Available
I 1 or i

tlOOmr poaalble - Mailng our circular*.
No eaperienoa neceaaary. For into call
(203)221-2011.

FOR SALE
Fori i-Som Canaalalatoi
pla
reepomfcla party to maka tow moot
onthly
paymonta on piano Saa locally. Call
{•00)327-3345

HELP WANTED
Cnito* aMpa new hiring - Earn up to
$2.000Wmo. working on oruiaa ahpe or
land-tour oompanioa. World traval.
Saaaonal A full-time employment
svaaatli. No aapartonoa naoaaaary. For

mora hlo. cell (206)634 0468. «C 5325

Alaaka eurnmair arnptoyman.
employment - Fiahing
Mualry. Earn up to *3.6oo»6.000. per
mo. Room and board I Tranaportationl
Mala or lemala. No experience
neoeeearv. CaN (206)5454156.. A5325.

Da you like children? Firal
Preebyterian Church m looking lor an
energetic pereon to work in the church
nuraery Sunday morninga. Muat have
own traneportaiion. Houra ara Sunday
6:15 am to 12:15 am. Paya 628.50 per

SERVICES
Typlal - Accurate, reaaonabla
oompulerAypewrker. ruah foba. 434494A or pager. 566-0774.

WANTED

PERSONALS
Have a wonderlul reel or the eurnmerl
Old nawa la good lor eemethlng!
Recycle.
ClaaaHiada - Creative, clever, cheapl
Send one todeyt Next iaaua Auguat 291

NOTICE
For morai information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing
business opportunities & work
al home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau
Inc., at (703) 342-3455.

Cera far pane - MMeTI.

This is the final issue of the summer
Breeze. Look for the first issu+of the
fall semester on August 29. Enjoy
the remainder of your summer!
A computer system from the
' Mil Computer Program can help you find your way^
toward your degree. Let us assist you through courses,
>apers, presentations and communications with a system/
tailored to meet your individual needs.

Attractive Single Bedioomsi
Seek Roommates!

I
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703/432-1001
L235-F Devon Lane
HarrisonburCs Va 22807
Office Hours: 9-5 Alondav-Fridai
Saturday 10-4 '
Pi (('.«

•\partmcnl Comnmnih

•/•'(,

•

Your English term paper is due at 8:00am • Your
professor cannot read your handwriting • You have
a speech to write • You need a computer • You have
procrastinated and cannot get in to the computer lab
• You want to read the e-mail messages from your
friends • You need to balance your checkbook • You
need a computer • Where can you find educational
prices from Apple, Compaq, Digital, Zenith and
Hewlett Packard? • The JMU Computer Program •
For assistance in choosing the system that is just
right for you • For great prices on popular software
• The JMU Computer Program • For set-up and
delivery on campus • For a wide selection of
peripherals, accessories, and computer supplies •
The JMU Computer Program.

i
o
a.
o

CD
D
E

.S
JMU Computer Program
JMU Bookstore, Warren Hall
Harrisooburg, Va. 22807
(703)568-3989
(703) 568-7029 FAX
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Humor
THE FAR SIDI

By GARY LARSON

Calvin and Hobbes
15 \T TIME 1HOBBR, WE'RE
FOR SNACKS I TRAVELING AT
LIGHT SPEED
THROUGH AH
NIRDIMENSVONWJ
CONTINUUM
LAPSE.' WNT
TILL WE LAND.'

THERE'S. A.WPL000O1S'
HEREIN THE JURASSIC'
HE MADE \T.'

CX. I'LL JUST
MENTOR* THE
SNACKS AMD
RECORD THBA
INTMt-toUWAL

by Bill Watterson
XOU COULD
HELP ME DRWE,
TOUKMOW.'
IF WE MISS
OUR E%\T, WE
CDUU) FLM
RIGHT IHTO
TVE BIG BANG.'

WHAT WOULD THLRE'O BE HO
HAPPEN
UNIVERSE. AND
THEH?
PROBABLI NO
TIME.'

ALL WE HEH) IS
A FEW GOOD
DINOSAUR PHOTOS
AND WELL BE
RACU WHEN WE
GET HOME.

IF WE GET IN NA.TVOHAL.
GEOGRAPHIC, MMBE 1U GET
TO MEET SOME. OF THOSE
TVG6ESS, BABES THEX SHOWEP
INT*. APRIL ISSUE MOW WM

"Yeah, I just got back! And the wizard I mentioned?
He gave me a new brain!... It's on the coffee

table as we speak!''

SEE, THE5E PHOTOS
WILL ANSWER HUHDBEDS
OF QUESTIONS ABOUT
DINOSAUR ANATOMV
AND BEHAVIOR.'
PALEONTOLOGISTS WILL
PAS THROUGH THE NOSE
TC> SEE THESE.'

lOU CAN THROW 10UR.
SMACKS. I MIGHT
STILL WANT MINE.

WRE GOING
"Everyone just keep their nets real still.... They'll
just want to look over our jars, and we
best not try to stop them."

Dont worry, Calvin
and Hobbes and the
cast of the Far Side
will return to you
August 29. Save up
your chuckles!

TO BE A
SNNCK
TOURSELF.'

GET IN.'
GET IM/

